
     Year 5 - Weekly overview – Term 4 week 5     

Friday 24 

March 

2023 

This week we have been learning about:   

English Continued sentence work on rewriting opening chapter of  ‘Nowhere 

Emporium’ – focus this week on relative clauses, using parenthesis, alliteration 

and power of three. 

Grammar – a focus on using capital letters 

Maths Identifying the value of a digit in a decimal 

Ordering decimals 

PUMA maths test 

Other 

Subjects: 

PE:  tennis and netball 

Computing:  scratch fun 

Art:  creating silhouettes – well done to all the parents who correctly 

identified 

SCIENCE:  working as a team to create a game which will have levers, pulleys 

and gears – our buddies will enjoy them next week. 

RE:  Introduction to Salvation unit and placing the Easter story in the ‘big 

story’ of Christianity 

Art:  taking photos of our clay waves – choosing a background 

PSHE:  learning basic first aid – the recovery position 

PSHE:  a talk on dog safety from the Dogs Trust 

INTERNET SAFETY:  an informative talk – we took home a useful bookmark 

with the 6 Ps to remind us how to be safe 

History:  Who was Queen Victoria? 

Other 

information  

Friday 31 March 1415hs – Easter Service at St John’s church  - all 

parents welcome. 

Easter Break 31March -  

26 April 2023 – Eagles class rebooked visit to the Beaney (Victorian focus) – 

already paid for. 

  

This week’s spellings are challenge words: 

Accompany Communicate Queue Restaurant desperate 

Conscience Disasterous Interfere Nuisance rhythm 

Spelling group (‘or’ sound before l or ll): 

All Ball Call Walk Talk always 

 

Homework  

 

3 pieces of maths have been set on Mymaths – you have until late April to complete them 

please 

 



 

Research and present information on anything that interests you about the Victorian period.  

It may be that you would like to share research on an information poster (like Darcie O has 

done) or perhaps you might like to create a Victorian street scene in minecraft or a comic 

page telling us about life as a chimney sweep.  The choice is yours.   


